Introduction
============

Drought is considered to be the greatest threat to rice (*Oryza sativa* L.) production ([@bib59]). The complex quantitative genetics nature of drought tolerance was once thought to be the main constraint for breeding for improved rice varieties under drought-prone environments ([@bib46]). Yet, recent evidence has shown that progress can be made by direct selection for grain yield under managed stress trials ([@bib6]; [@bib68], [@bib69]; [@bib25]). For further progress, indirect methods based on effective selection criteria and on molecular markers for component traits should be explored ([@bib43]).

Today unprecedented efforts are being made in dissecting complex traits into their single genetic determinants---quantitative trait loci (QTLs)---in order to support marker-assisted selection (MAS) and, eventually, cloning of genes. An increasing number of QTLs related to drought response have been reported, and these include QTLs for root morphology and other root traits such as root penetration ability ([@bib51], [@bib50]; [@bib3]; [@bib66]); osmotic adjustment ([@bib56]); grain yield and yield components ([@bib28]; [@bib27]; [@bib74]); stay green ([@bib24]); canopy temperature, leaf rolling and leaf drying ([@bib83]); and carbon isotope discrimination (Δ^13^C) ([@bib62]; [@bib76]).

Photosynthesis, being the basis of crop growth, biomass production, and yield, is one of the primary physiological processes strongly affected by drought ([@bib10]; [@bib30]). The photosynthesis response to drought is very complex. Generally, during the onset of drought, CO~2~ diffusional resistances increase, especially because stomatal aperture can change rapidly ([@bib11]; [@bib12]; [@bib31]). With the progress of drought and tissue dehydration, metabolic impairment will arise gradually, including a decrease in the content and activities of the major photosynthetic carbon reduction cycle enzyme, ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco), as well as ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate (RuBP) ([@bib55]; [@bib65]). Besides the CO~2~ diffusion and CO~2~ fixation pathways, photosystem II (PSII) electron transport is very susceptible to drought ([@bib21]; [@bib39]). Chlorophyll fluorescence, emitted mainly by PSII in the 680--740 nm spectral region, has been widely used for the estimation of the PSII electron transport rate *in vivo*. Combining gas exchange measurements for CO~2~ fixation and chlorophyll fluorescence data for PSII electron transport may bring new insights into the regulation of photosynthesis in response to environment variables ([@bib70]). The advent of portable open gas exchange systems integrated with chlorophyll fluorescence measuring devices enables researchers not only to measure simultaneously net photosynthetic rate (*A*), stomatal conductance for CO~2~ (*g*~s~), transpiration rate (*T*~r~), intercellular CO~2~ partial pressure (*C*~i~), transpiration efficiency (TE), quantum yield of PSII (Φ~PSII~), proportion of open PSII (*qP*), and maximum efficiency of open PSII in the light (*F*′~v~/*F*′~m~) in real time in the field, but also to keep records of microclimatic conditions during the observations such as leaf-to-air vapour pressure difference (VPD) and leaf temperature (*T*~leaf~) ([@bib37]).

Because of the primary importance of photosynthesis in determining crop growth, identifying QTLs controlling photosynthesis parameters is an important step in enhancing MAS for improved yield. This assertion is supported by growing evidence that there is genetic variation for photosynthetic rates among available germplasm and that recent yield progress in cereals from breeding was associated with increased photosynthesis ([@bib17]). In rice, using 20 distinct varieties, [@bib22] showed notable genetic variation in leaf photosynthetic rate. However, only a few QTL studies have been reported so far for photosynthetic traits ([@bib64]; [@bib84]; [@bib1]), probably partly because gas exchange measurements to phenotype these parameters under field conditions are laborious and phenotypes are greatly influenced by environments during growth and measurement, particularly when the microclimate unavoidably fluctuates under natural field conditions ([@bib18]). It is very hard to expose genotypes to exactly the same environmental conditions in terms of temperature, soil water content, and VPD. Therefore, environmental noise is usually large and obscures genetic differences, resulting in large QTL×environment interactions or in irreproducible results (e.g. [@bib61]; [@bib82]). Observations must therefore be corrected for differences in microclimate.

In this study, the aim is precision mapping of QTLs for photosynthetic parameters of rice assessed by both gas exchange and chlorophyll fluorescence under drought and well-watered field conditions. Two strategies were applied. First, an advanced backcross introgression line (IL) population was developed, which allows QTLs to be identified more precisely than the more commonly used populations such as recombinant inbred lines (RILs). Secondly, both statistical and physiological approaches to correct for microclimate variation during observations were explored, thus enhancing the precision of observed phenotypic trait values for mapping. The IL population was developed from a cross between a lowland rice and an upland rice variety, since upland rice relies exclusively on rainfall for water uptake and is generally thought to be more drought resistant.

Materials and methods
=====================

Plant materials
---------------

The mapping population consisted of 94 advanced backcross ILs. The parents were the lowland rice cv. Shennong265 (*Japonica*) and the upland rice cv. Haogelao (*Indica--Japonica* intermediate). The two cultivars were contrasting in terms of their agronomic performance under drought condition ([@bib26]; [@bib20]). Haogelao is drought tolerant, but low yielding; whereas Shennong265 is drought susceptible, but high yielding under irrigated conditions. After a cross between the two parents, the resultant F~1~ plants were backcrossed with paternal cultivar Shennong265 three times, and these BC~3~F~1~ plants were consecutively self-pollinated five times to construct the mapping population BC~3~F~6~ by the single seed descent method.

DNA extraction and simple sequence repeat (SSR) analysis
--------------------------------------------------------

Fresh leaves were collected from the BC~3~F~6~ lines and ground in liquid nitrogen. DNA was extracted from the ground tissue using the cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) method ([@bib57]). SSR primers were synthesized according to the sequences published by [@bib42]. A total volume of 25 μl of reaction mixture was composed of 1 ng μl^−1^ template DNA, 10 mmol TRIS-HCl (pH 9.0), 50 mmol KCl, 1.5 mmol MgCl~2~, 0.1% Triton X-100, 2 μmol of each primer, 2.5 mM of each dNTP (dATP, dCTP, dGTP, and dTTP), and 1 U of *Taq* DNA polymerase. Amplification was performed on a program for the initial denaturation step with 94 °C for 5 min, followed by 35 cycles for 1 min at 94 °C, 1 min at 55 °C, 2 min at 72 °C, with a final 10 min extension at 72 °C. The PCR products were separated on 8% polyacrylamide denaturing gels and the bands were revealed using the sliver staining protocol described by [@bib49].

Phenotypic evaluation
---------------------

Plants of the introgression population and recipient and donor parents were grown at the experimental station of China Agricultural University, Beijing (39°N, 116°E), China, in 2009, following a complete randomized block design, with two replications, four rows per plot (plot size 2.5 m×1.2 m), 7.5 cm between plants within each row, and 30 cm between rows in both rainfed upland and fully irrigated lowland field conditions. The crops were managed according to standard local practice, with the following fertilizer applications: 48 kg N ha^−1^, 120 kg P~2~O~5~ ha^−1^, and 100 kg K~2~O ha^−1^ as the basal fertilizer, and additional 86 kg N ha^−1^ at the tillering stage and 28 kg N ha^−1^ at the booting stage. Weeds in both lowland and upland fields were controlled by a combination of chemical and manual methods, and insects were controlled chemically.

The flowering of the population occurred between 105 d and 120 d after sowing for the drought-stressed environment, and between 107 d and 119 d after sowing for the well-watered environment. Gas exchange and chlorophyll fluorescence measurements covered both flowering stage and mid-grain filling stage (∼2 weeks after flowering). The measurements were adjusted by considering the flowering time and the variation of flowering time in each line to make sure each genotype had three replicates per block. For the drought-stressed environment, soil moisture was monitored with the time domain reflectometry method (TDR-TRIM-FM) at a soil depth of 0--30 cm. During the photosynthesis measurements, the soil water content was ∼13--16% (v/v) at the flowering stage, and ∼15--19% (v/v) at the grain-filling stage. Normally measurements were made during a clear day, between 9:00 and 11:30 h and between 13:00 and 15:00 h, with photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) of natural sunlight between 700 μmol m^−2^ s^−1^ and 1600 μmol m^−2^ s^−1^; *T*~leaf~ varied from 23.3 °C to 36.0 °C ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and relative humidity from 17.4% to 67.8% (partly shown by VPD in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) during the measurements.

![Correlation between net photosynthesis *A* (μmol m^−2^ s^−1^) and vapour pressure deficit VPD (the left column of plots) or *T*~leaf~ (the right column of plots) under different stage×treatment combinations. At the flowering stage for drought-stressed plants (a, b) and for well-watered plants (c, d) and at mid-grain filling for drought-stressed plants (e, f) and for well-watered plants (g, h). The minimum, mean ±SD, and maximum values are: for FS, VPD (0.96, 2.66±1.01, 4.75), *T*~leaf~ (23.3, 30.1±3.0, 36.0); for FW, VPD (1.21, 2.00±0.35, 3.00), *T*~leaf~ (25.3, 29.5±1.9, 33.9); for GS, VPD (1.07, 1.94±0.56, 3.35), *T*~leaf~ (25.1, 28.7±1.8, 32.7); for GW, VPD (1.32, 2.29±0.47, 3.44), *T*~leaf~ (24.7, 29.5±2.37, 34.0).](jexboterr292f01_ht){#fig1}

The middle parts of three fully expanded flag leaves on the main culms of three central plants in each plot were measured using a portable open gas exchange system (Li-6400, Li-COR Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA) with an integrated fluorescence chamber head (LI-6400-40, Li-COR Inc.) with a setting of PPFD at 1000 μmol m^−2^ s^−1^ and a CO~2~ concentration (*C*~a~) at 400 μmol CO~2~ (mol air)^−1^ by using CO~2~ cylinders. Gas exchange data for net photosynthesis rate (*A*), intercellular CO~2~ partial pressure (*C*~i~), stomatal conductance for CO~2~ (*g*~s~), and transpiration rate (*T*~r~), and fluorescence data for *F*~s~ (the steady-state fluorescence) were recorded after maintaining the leaf in the leaf chamber long enough for *A* to reach a steady state. Besides this, microclimatic data (*T*~leaf~, VPD, etc.) were automatically recorded at the same time. Then a saturating light pulse (\>8500 μmol m^−2^ s^−1^ for 0.8 s) was applied to determine *F*\'~m~ (the maximum fluorescence during the saturating light pulse). By the end, after turning off the actinic light, a 'dark pulse' (using far-red light to excite PSI preferentially and force electrons to drain from PSII) was applied to obtain *F*′~0~ (the minimum fiuorescence yield in the light-adapted state). From these data, three chlorophyll fluorescence parameters were derived:1 Φ~PSII~=(*F*′~m~--*F*~s~)/*F*′~m,~ the apparent PSII e^−^ transport efficiency (Genty *et al.*, 1989), which estimates the yield of PSII photochemistry;2 *qP*=(*F*′~m~--*F*~s~)/(*F*′~m~--*F*′~0~), which quantifies the photochemical capacity of PSII ([@bib8]; [@bib8]); and3 *F*′~v~/*F*′~m~=(*F*′~m~--*F*′~0~)/*F*′~m~, which quantifies the extent to which photochemistry at PSII is limited by competition with thermal decay processes ([@bib48]).

From gas exchange data, TE was calculated as *A*/*T*~r~. To assess any genetic difference in the responsiveness to drought, the ratio of *A* under the drought treatment (*A*~drought~) to that under the well-watered treatment (*A*~water~) was calculated to indicate drought sensitivity (DS), for both flowering and grain-filling stages.

Adjusting for the effects of environmental fluctuations on trait values
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

As photosynthetic rate *A* or related traits (e.g. stomatal conductance) can vary greatly with environmental variables such as VPD ([@bib14]; [@bib9]), the phenotypic trait value of the *i*^th^ genetic line was expressed in a statistical covariant model using the environmental variable as a quantitative co-regressor:where, μ=general mean; *G*~i~=genetic effect of the *i*th genotype; *E*~j~=treatment effect, which stands for either of the two treatments (well watered or drought stressed); (*GE*)~ij~=genotype×treatment interaction; *B*~k~=the block effect; *b*=the effect of the environmental variable; *x*~ijk~=values of the environmental variable during measurement; and *e*~ijk~=residual effect. This approach allows the observed trait values to be adjusted statistically to the same value (e.g. average) of the climatic variable (*T*~leaf~ and VPD) that had inevitably fluctuated during the field measurement conditions. The analysis identified that VPD was the most influential environmental factor (see the Results).

Such a statistical approach often results in increased precision for parameter estimates and increased power for statistical tests of hypotheses ([@bib47]). An alternative is to use a physiological approach ([@bib80]), which helps to confirm the reliability of the statistical approach. Therefore, the use of a physiological approach, based on the photosynthesis model of [@bib16], to correct for the effects of environmental fluctuations during measurements was explored. Since *A* is Rubisco limited under the measuring conditions used (i.e. light intensity of 1000 μmol m^−2^ s^−1^ in ambient CO~2~ concentration), *A* can be expressed as a consequence of CO~2~ and O~2~ competing for the Rubisco-binding site by carboxylation and oxygenation, respectively:where *V*~cmax~ is the maximum rate of Rubisco carboxylation, *C*~i~ is the intercellular CO~2~ partial pressure, Γ*~\*~* is the CO~2~ compensation point in the absence of day respiration (*R*~d~), and *K*~M~ is the effective Michaelis--Menten constant. *K*~M~ is expressed as *K~mc~*(1*+O/K*~*mo*~), where *K*~mc~ and *K*~mo~ are the Michaelis--Menten constants for CO~2~ and O~2~, respectively, and *O* is the oxygen concentration.

In order to incorporate the effect of VPD, the model of [@bib4], as modified by [@bib32], [@bib33], states thatwhere *g*~s~ is the stomatal conductance for CO~2~ diffusion, *g*~0~ is the residual stomatal conductance if the irradiance approaches zero, and *f*~vpd~ is the term for the effect of leaf-to-air VPD. *f*~vpd~ is expressed as *a*~1~/\[(*C*~s~--Γ) (1+*D*~s~/*D*~o~)\], where *D*~s~ is the VPD, *C*~s~ is the CO~2~ concentration at the leaf surface (which was obtained from *C*~a~ and a default value for boundary layer conductance set in the Li-Cor), *a*~1~ and *D*~o~ are empirical coefficients, and Γ is the CO~2~ compensation point, which can be derived from [Equation 2](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"} (for example, see [@bib2]) as:

Combining [Equations 2 and 3](#fd2 fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and replacing *C*~i~ by (C~s~-- *A*/*g~s~*), and then solving for *A* giveswhere

The temperature response of the model parameters *V*~cmax~, Γ~\*~, *K*~*mc*~, *K*~*mo*~, and *R*~*d*~ are described, using a general Arrhenius equation:where *R* is the molar gas constant, *T*~*K*~ is the leaf temperature in Kelvin, and *c* and Δ*H*~a~ are scaling constant and activation energy, respectively.

As constants associated with the kinetic properties of Rubisco (i.e. *K*~*mc*~, *K*~*mo*~, Γ~\*~) are generally conservative for most higher terrestrial C~3~ plants ([@bib70]; [@bib5]), most parameter values used in the physiological model, [Equations 4](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[6](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"}, were derived from the literature. However, *V*~cmax~ and *a*~1~ were estimated from curve fitting to the measurements for each stage×treatment combination, namely flowering--drought-stressed environment (FS), flowering--well-watered environment (FW), grain filling--drought-stressed environment (GS), and grain filling--well-watered environment (GW). All these parameters are given in [Supplementary Table S1](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/err292/DC1) available at *JXB* online. Using this model, measured values for *A* were normalized to the mean value of observed VPD and *T*~leaf~ for each stage×treatment combination ([Supplementary Fig. S1](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/err292/DC1)).

Construction of a marker linkage map
------------------------------------

The initial skeleton linkage map was constructed using MAPMAKER/EXP3.0 ([@bib36]), based on a RIL population derived from the same parents ([@bib26]). New polymorphic SSRs were also identified for the IL population. To assign all markers (including those initially identified in the RIL population) into linkage groups, the ultra-dense SSR linkage map of [@bib63] and [@bib42], which contains SSRs identified in the present population, were also taken into account. Their map was used as the reference to estimate marker distances, the length of chromosomes, and the length of introgressed segments for the IL population, based on the co-linearity of markers across populations (e.g. [@bib60]; [@bib72]).

QTL mapping
-----------

The significances in the difference for each trait among the ILs were tested (*P* \< 0.05), and both simple and partial correlations among all the traits were estimated using SAS 9.13 to assist the analysis of any co-locations of the QTLs for various traits.

Chromosomal locations of putative QTLs for each trait were determined first by single-point analysis using the general linear model (GLM) procedure in SAS. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test the significance (*P* \< 0.01) of association at each locus between two genotype groups (homozygous allele from Shennong265 versus that from Haogelao). Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) with the PROC GLM in SAS was performed to calculate the total phenotypic variance explained by the identified QTLs of the same trait by using genotype data of the corresponding markers.

To improve the reliability of QTL analysis, MapQTL 6 software ([@bib67]) was also used to perform so-called composite interval mapping (or MQM in MapQTL 6) ([@bib23]). The procedure described by [@bib82] was followed. The threshold of QTL detection for each trait was based on 1000 permutation tests at the 5% level of significance in MapQTL 6. Regions with LOD score values between 2.0 and the calculated threshold were considered as suggestive QTLs ([@bib29]), once a suggestive region was approved by single point analysis.

Confirmation of an important QTL
--------------------------------

From the field experiment, a QTL around marker RM410 on chromosome 9 was identified, which showed a consistent effect across treatments and stages for a number of the traits (see the Results). Therefore, during the summer of 2010, at the research facility UNIFARM, Wageningen, plants of IL161 which only contains a small segment around marker RM410 from the donor parent Haogelao, as well as the recurrent parent Shennong265, were grown in the greenhouse under controlled-environment conditions, to validate the QTL expression under an independent condition. In the greenhouse, the temperature was set at 26 °C for the 12 h light period and at 23 °C for the 12 h dark period. The CO~2~ level was ∼370 μmol mol^−1^, the relative humidity was set at 65%, and extra SON-T light (providing extra PPFD of ∼300 μmol m^−2^ s^−1^) was switched on when the solar radiation intensity outside the greenhouse was \<400 μmol m^−2^ s^−1^. Sixteen plants of both genotypes were grown in hydroponic culture by using half Hoagland's solution. One week before flowering, water stress was introduced by adding 12.5% polyethylene glycol (PEG-8000) (stressed condition) or not (non-stressed condition). At the flowering stage and grain-filling stage, gas exchange and chlorophyll fluorescence parameters were measured on four plants (two measurements per plant) of each treatment using the Li-Cor 6400. All measurements were made at a photon flux density of 1000 μmol m^−2^ s^−1^, ambient CO~2~ concentration, VPD of 1.0--1.6 kPa, and a *T*~leaf~ of 25 °C.

Results
=======

Using statistical and physiological models to correct trait values
------------------------------------------------------------------

The environmental variables, VPD and *T*~leaf~, fluctuated during measurements of the large set of genotypes, especially for FS ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}); VPD ranged from 0.96 kPa to 4.75 kPa and *T*~leaf~ ranged from 23.3 °C to 36.0 °C. Therefore, a statistical covariant model, [Equation 1](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, was used to adjust trait values to the mean VPD and *T*~leaf~ values for each stage×treatment combination. The model analysis showed that VPD had a stronger influence on trait values than did *T*~leaf~. The analysis also showed that all the trait values differed significantly among the ILs for each stage×treatment combination (*P* \< 0.01).

Next, a physiological model, [Equations 2](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[6](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"}, was used to validate the covariant model by adjusting all net photosynthesis values (*A*) to the mean VPD and *T*~leaf~ of each stage×treatment combination. The results showed a tight correlation between the statistically corrected *A* and the physiologically corrected *A* (*R*^2^=0.92 for FS, *R*^2^=0.92 for FW, *R*^2^=0.99 for GS, *R*^2^=0.99 for GW) ([Supplementary Fig. S2](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/err292/DC1) at *JXB* online). Further analysis using the physiological model showed that the physiologically corrected *A* using both VPD and *T*~leaf~ closely correlated with *A* adjusted using VPD alone ([Supplementary Fig. S3](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/err292/DC1)), confirming that VPD was the more important factor, as also indicated by the statistical model. This was probably because *T*~leaf~ during measurements fluctuated only around the optimum value for photosynthesis ([Supplementary Fig. S1b, d, f, h](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/err292/DC1)), so the effect of the fluctuation on the traits, if any, was only marginal.

Phenotypic evaluations
----------------------

Mean values, SDs, ranges, skewness, and kurtosis of all adjusted traits are shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. All traits showed continuous distribution in the population and almost all showed a normal distribution with low levels of skewness and kurtosis. Compared with the two parents, ILs showed a larger range of variation ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), indicating an obvious transgressive segregation. Among the traits, the relative range of variation \[i.e. the coefficient of variation (CV) in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}\] in stomatal conductance for FS was the largest, while that in the intercellular CO~2~ partial pressure for FW was the smallest. Between the drought environments, the ranges of variation under drought stress were relatively larger than those in the well-watered environment, especially at flowering.

###### 

Statistics of photosynthesis-related traits of two parents and the population of introgression lines after adjusting to the mean VPD for each stage×treatment combination

       Traits            Unit                         Haogelao   Shennong265   Introgression lines                                  
  ---- ----------------- ---------------------------- ---------- ------------- --------------------- ------ -------------- -------- --------
  FS   *A*               μmol CO~2~ m^−2^ s^−1^       11.8       11.9          11.2                  13.8   7.9--14.7      --0.06   --0.49
       *g*~s~            mol m^−2^ s^−1^              0.091      0.094         0.089                 17.5   0.061--0.128   0.11     --0.85
       *T*~r~            mmol H~2~O m^−2^ s^−1^       3.20       3.60          3.28                  11.9   2.45--4.40     0.11     --0.20
       *C*~i~            μmol CO~2~ mol^−1^           244        248           247                   6.4    206--295       0.17     0.14
       TE                mmol CO~2~ (mol H~2~O)^−1^   3.72       3.51          3.50                  9.7    2.65--4.49     0.08     --0.03
       Φ~PSII~           mol e^−^ (mol photon)^−1^    0.245      0.249         0.245                 9.4    0.181--0.286   --0.39   --0.10
       *qP*              --                           0.513      0.515         0.519                 10.6   0.381--0.616   --0.43   --0.44
       *F*′~v~/*F*′~m~   mol e^−^ (mol photon)^−1^    0.482      0.491         0.478                 5.0    0.405--0.533   --0.16   0.29
  FW   *A*               μmol CO~2~ m^−2^ s^−1^       17.6       15.4          17.1                  8.6    14.3--20.6     0.15     --0.53
       *g*~s~            mol m^−2^ s^−1^              0.153      0.140         0.158                 8.9    0.130--0.191   0.15     --0.65
       *T*~r~            mmol H~2~O m^−2^ s^−1^       4.81       4.42          4.97                  8.6    3.83--5.97     0.02     --0.27
       *C*~i~            μmol CO~2~ mol^−1^           263        271           269                   2.9    251--290       0.11     --0.12
       TE                mmol CO~2~ (mol H~2~O)^−1^   3.65       3.46          3.50                  6.9    2.95--4.06     --0.02   --0.07
       Φ~PSII~           mol e^−^ (mol photon)^−1^    0.306      0.281         0.289                 5.6    0.246--0.324   --0.06   --0.19
       *qP*              --                           0.593      0.528         0.541                 6.3    0.450--0.614   --0.38   0.27
       *F*′~v~/*F*′~m~   mol e^−^ (mol photon)^−1^    0.519      0.531         0.540                 3.6    0.500--0.585   0.24     --0.71
  GS   *A*               μmol CO~2~ m^−2^ s^−1^       12.6       12.6          13.7                  12.1   9.85--17.3     0.00     --0.75
       *g*~s~            mol m^−2^ s^−1^              0.134      0.121         0.127                 15.6   0.088--0.181   0.43     --0.04
       *T*~r~            mmol H~2~O m^−2^ s^−1^       3.82       3.39          3.68                  14.8   2.63--5.37     0.36     --0.05
       *C*~i~            μmol CO~2~ mol^−1^           284        272           268                   4.1    245--293       0.03     --0.71
       TE                mmol CO~2~ (mol H~2~O)^−1^   3.23       3.75          3.82                  9.5    2.86--4.53     --0.17   --0.38
       Φ~PSII~           mol e^−^ (mol photon)^−1^    0.246      0.247         0.267                 7.7    0.219--0.313   --0.23   --0.43
       *qP*              --                           0.466      0.455         0.531                 7.6    0.424--0.615   --0.52   0.20
       *F*′~v~/*F*′~m~   mol e^−^ (mol photon)^−1^    0.532      0.543         0.509                 5.2    0.442--0.554   --0.44   --0.35
  GW   *A*               μmol CO~2~ m^−2^ s^−1^       16.0       18.4          16.2                  9.7    11.5--20.4     0.32     0.65
       *g*~s~            mol m^−2^ s^−1^              0.165      0.180         0.152                 10.9   0.107--0.186   0.21     --0.27
       *T*~r~            mmol H~2~O m^−2^ s^−1^       6.03       6.30          5.44                  11.0   3.99--6.73     0.22     --0.47
       *C*~i~            μmol CO~2~ mol^−1^           285        272           270                   3.1    252--287       −0.14    --0.78
       TE                mmol CO~2~ (mol H~2~O)^−1^   2.65       2.95          3.02                  8.1    2.47--3.62     0.18     --0.45
       Φ~PSII~           mol e^−^ (mol photon)^−1^    0.292      0.281         0.278                 8.0    0.212--0.343   --0.21   0.81
       *qP*              --                           0.575      0.526         0.539                 9.7    0.374--0.650   --0.53   0.15
       *F*′~v~/*F*′~m~   mol e^−^ (mol photon)^−1^    0.514      0.542         0.521                 5.4    0.437--0.634   0.55     2.74
  F    DS                --                           0.672      0.773         0.653                 13.4   0.451--0.826   --0.13   --0.68
  G    DS                --                           0.792      0.685         0.852                 12.7   0.633--0.990   0.95     0.75

CV, coefficient of variation. For other definitions see the Abbreviations.

Simple and partial correlations for traits associated with gas exchange, chlorophyll fluorescence parameters, and TE are given in the bottom left and top right corners of [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, respectively, for each stage×treatment combination. In the simple correlation analysis, net photosynthesis (*A*) significantly correlated with all gas exchange and chlorophyll fluorescence parameters, except TE at grain filling, presumably reflecting the fact that photosynthesis is a complex trait associated with a number of physical and chemical reactions.

###### 

Simple and partial correlation coefficients for traits associated with gas exchange, chlorophyll fluorescence parameters, and water use efficiency

                         A              *g*~s~         *T*~r~         *C*~i~         TE             Φ~PSII~        qP             *F*\'~v~/*F*\'~m~
  ---- ----------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------------
  FS   *A*                              0.57\*\*\*     0.65\*\*\*     --0.29\*\*     0.38\*\*\*     0.23\*         --0.19         --0.12
       *g*~s~            0.55\*\*\*                    --0.01         0.14           --0.35\*\*\*   --0.41\*\*\*   0.41\*\*\*     0.40\*\*\*
       *T*~r~            0.69\*\*\*     0.79\*\*\*                    0.05           --0.44\*\*\*   0.13           --0.13         --0.07
       *C*~i~            --0.58\*\*\*   0.22\*         0.08                          --0.68\*\*\*   0.04           --0.06         --0.01
       TE                0.48\*\*\*     --0.34\*\*\*   --0.21\*       --0.94\*\*\*                  --0.06         0.06           0.11
       Φ~PSII~           0.65\*\*\*     0.13           0.24\*         --0.66\*\*\*   0.59\*\*\*                    0.98\*\*\*     0.92\*\*\*
       *qP*              0.32\*\*       --0.11         --0.08         --0.58\*\*\*   0.53\*\*\*     0.88\*\*\*                    --0.96\*\*\*
       *F*′~v~/*F*′~m~   0.48\*\*\*     0.52\*\*\*     0.60\*\*\*     0.05           --0.07         --0.06         --0.52\*\*\*   
  FW   *A*                              0.14           0.80\*\*\*     --0.08         0.46\*\*\*     0.18           --0.15         --0.11
       *g~s~*            0.71\*\*\*                    0.41\*\*\*     --0.21\*       --0.22\*       --0.12         0.08           0.06
       *T*~r~            0.74\*\*\*     0.95\*\*\*                    0.11           --0.38\*\*\*   --0.08         0.10           0.12
       *C*~i~            --0.30\*\*     0.35\*\*\*     0.39\*\*\*                    --0.82\*\*\*   0.01           --0.02         --0.03
       TE                0.23\*         --0.43\*\*\*   --0.47\*\*\*   --0.98\*\*\*                  --0.07         0.07           0.06
       Φ~PSII~           0.65\*\*\*     0.34\*\*\*     0.42\*\*\*     --0.29\*\*     0.25\*                        0.99\*\*\*     0.95\*\*\*
       *qP*              0.31\*\*       0.03           0.08           --0.30\*\*     0.29\*\*       0.82\*\*\*                    --0.98\*\*\*
       *F*′~v~/*F*′~m~   0.44\*\*\*     0.47\*\*\*     0.49\*\*\*     0.09           --0.13         0.05           --0.52\*\*\*   
  GS   *A*                              0.58\*\*\*     0.68\*\*\*     --0.29\*\*     0.49\*\*\*     0.13           --0.10         --0.06
       *g*~s~            0.70\*\*\*                    0.13           0.30\*\*       --0.22\*       --0.24\*       0.22\*         0.19
       *T*~r~            0.78\*\*\*     0.94\*\*\*                    --0.01         --0.52\*\*\*   0.11           --0.10         --0.08
       *C*~i~            --0.20\*       0.50\*\*\*     0.40\*\*\*                    --0.64\*\*\*   0.12           --0.09         --0.09
       TE                0.10           --0.59\*\*\*   --0.50\*\*\*   --0.96\*\*\*                  0.06           --0.04         --0.05
       Φ~PSII~           0.43\*\*\*     --0.02         0.10           --0.45\*\*\*   0.46\*\*\*                    0.99\*\*\*     0.97\*\*\*
       *qP*              --0.06         --0.38\*\*\*   --0.34\*\*\*   --0.43\*\*\*   0.48\*\*\*     0.75\*\*\*                    --0.97\*\*\*
       *F*′~v~/*F*′~m~   0.67\*\*\*     0.56\*\*\*     0.63\*\*\*     0.02           --0.10         0.26\*         --0.43\*\*\*   
  GW   *A*                              0.33\*\*       0.60\*\*\*     --0.45\*\*\*   0.22\*         0.25\*         --0.20         --0.17
       *g*~s~            0.74\*\*\*                    0.51\*\*\*     0.01           --0.17         --0.21         0.15           0.17
       *T*~r~            0.74\*\*\*     0.98\*\*\*                    0.28\*\*       --0.21\*       0.04           --0.03         --0.04
       *C*~i~            --0.21\*       0.46\*\*\*     0.48\*\*\*                    --0.74\*\*\*   0.15           --0.12         --0.10
       TE                0.09           --0.57\*\*\*   --0.58\*\*\*   --0.98\*\*\*                  0.07           --0.05         --0.04
       Φ~PSII~           0.58\*\*\*     0.20\*         0.25\*         --0.35\*\*\*   0.31\*\*                      0.99\*\*\*     0.94\*\*\*
       *qP*              0.28\*\*       --0.08         --0.03         --0.37\*\*\*   0.37\*\*\*     0.87\*\*\*                    --0.98\*\*\*
       *F*′~v~/*F*′~m~   0.33\*\*\*     0.47\*\*\*     0.44\*\*\*     0.20           --0.25\*       --0.12         --0.59\*\*\*   

\**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01; \*\*\**P* \<0.001. For definitions see the Abbreviations. The simple and partial correlation coefficients are listed in the bottom left and top right corners, respectively.

The partial correlation coefficient between *g~s~* and *A* changed from 0.14 in the well-watered environment to 0.57 in the drought-stressed environment at flowering, and from 0.33 in the well-watered environment to 0.58 in the drought-stressed environment during grain filling. This shows the direct effect of drought stress, as the CO~2~ availability decreased because of diffusional limitation through stomatal closure. The significant negative correlations between *C*~i~ and *A* in both the simple and partial correlation analyses were also supported by Fick's first law of diffusion for CO~2~ transfer along the path from *C*~a~ to *C*~i~: *C*~i~=*C*~a~--*A*/*g*~s~.

There were tight correlations between the various chlorophyll fluorescence parameters (Φ~PSII~, *qP*, *F*\'~v~/*F*\'~m~) in the partial correlation analysis ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). These tight correlations may reflect that Φ~PSII~ is quantitatively restricted by both *qP* and *F*\'~v~/*F*\'~m~ (i.e. Φ~PSII~= *qP*× *F*\'~v~/*F*\'~m~).

Both the correlations between *A* and other gas exchange parameters (*g*~s~, *T*~r~, *C~i~*, and TE) and the correlations between *A* and chlorophyll fluorescence parameters (Φ~PSII~, *qP*, and *F*\'~v~/*F*\'~m~) were significant, except between *A* and *qP* in GS ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Compared with using only gas exchange system, more information can be obtained from combining both gas exchange and chlorophyll fluorescence data, especially on the genetic diversity in electron transport components related to photosynthesis.

Construction of genetic linkage map
-----------------------------------

To obtain SSR markers showing polymorphism between Haogelao and Shennong265, \>1000 SSRs were surveyed and 288 polymorphic markers were found. Among them, 130 SSR markers were evenly distributed across the genome, and were therefore chosen to construct the linkage map. The total length of the linkage map was 1645.1 cM, with an average marker spacing of 12.65 cM ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). A graphical representation of the 130 SSRs showed that these ILs covered the whole genome of the donor parent Haogelao ([@bib20]).

![Chromosome locations of QTLs associated with gas exchange and chlorophyll fluorescence data (filled bar for environment FS, open bar for FW, line-hatched bar for GS, cross-hatched bar for GW, and with the QTL name in bold for physiologically adjusted traits). The figure was drawn using software Mapchart 2.2 ([@bib71]). The positions of loci are given in both cM (the number on the left) and in kb \[in parentheses following the marker, based on the reference genome Nipponbare ([@bib40])\]. The QTL position bars, placed on the right side of the chromosome, are shown in length as confidence intervals as a 1 unit decrease in LOD from the LOD profile peak. QTL nomenclature is adapted from [@bib41] in the form of the q-trait-treatment-method of analysis.](jexboterr292f02_ht){#fig2}

Detection of QTLs
-----------------

QTL analysis for various traits was conducted separately for the four stage×treatment combinations, by using both single point analysis and MQM. In total, 29 QTLs were detected, including those 'suggestive' QTLs: eight QTLs for FS, eight QTLs for FW, seven QTLs for GS, three QTLs for GW, and three extra QTLs for drought sensitivity. QTLs were detected for all traits except for *C*~i~ and TE. The total fraction of the phenotypic variation explained by QTLs using genotype data of the marker at each putative QTL (single point analysis) ranged from 7.0% to 37.2%. The results are summarized in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The most significant QTLs (i.e. QTLs with LOD scores higher than the permutation calculation) are marked in bold in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

*QTLs identified for gas exchange and chlorophyll fluorescence parameter traits in ILs from the cross Shennong 265×Haogelao under well-watered and drought-stressed environments at both flowering and grain filling stages P*-value, the significance of phenotypic variation associated with markers in single-point analysis; *R*^2^, the individual contribution of one QTL to the variation in a trait; global *R*^2^, the fraction of the total variation explained by the QTLs of the same trait; position, position of maximum LOD; LOD, logarithm of odds; *a*, additive allelic value of Haogelao. QTLs with LOD scores higher than the threshold set by 1000 permutation tests at 5% level of significance are marked in bold.

  Traits            Stage by treatment   QTL identification                                   Chr      GLM/SAS       MQM                                                                    
  ----------------- -------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- -------- ------------- -------------- ---------- ---------- ----------- ---------- ---------- --------------
  *A*               FS                   *qA_FS_MQM_1*                                        2        RM406         0.0016         11.9       30.4       180         2.26       8.1        --0.9204
                                         ***qA_FS_MQM_2***                                    **9**    **RM410**     **\<0.0001**   **22.4**              **67.4**    **4.79**   **18.2**   **0.7725**
                    FW                   *qA_FW_MQM_1*                                        7        RM432         0.0096         6.9        28.5       44.5        2.45       8.3        0.8307
                                         *qA_FW_MQM_2*                                        9        RM5799        0.0098         3.7                   0.8         2.22       7.5        --0.6558
                                         ***qA_FW_MQM_3***                                    **9**    **RM410**     **0.0026**     **9.4**               **63.3**    **4.23**   **15.1**   **0.6408**
                    GS                   *qA_GS_MQM_1*                                        8        RM1235        0.0029         9.6        15.6       10.7        2.46       10.5       --0.8627
                                         *qA_GS_MQM_2*                                        9        RM410         0.0055         8.0                   57.3        2.27       9.4        0.7092
                    GW                   ***qA_GW_MQM_1***                                    **3**    **RM5178**    **0.0111**     **6.3**    **16.7**   **23.15**   **3.60**   **14.2**   **1.3485**
                                         ***qA_GW_MQM_2***                                    **9**    **RM410**     **0.0008**     **11.5**              **64.3**    **2.85**   **12.2**   **0.5584**
  *g*~s~            FS                   *qGs_FS_MQM_1*                                       3        RM338         0.0086         5.9        17.6       111.4       2.30       9.5        0.0144
                                         ***qGs_FS_MQM_2***                                   **9**    **RM410**     **0.0009**     **11.1**              **68.4**    **3.30**   **13.8**   **0.0069**
                    GS                   *qGs_GS_MQM_1*                                       6        RM276         0.0055         8.4        8.4        47          2.28       10.5       --0.0102
  *T*~r~            FS                   *qTr_FS_MQM_1*                                       9        RM410         0.0006         11.9       11.9       67.4        2.47       11.4       0.1515
                    GS                   *qTr_GS_MQM_1*                                       9        RM410         0.0040         8.6        8.6        58.3        2.34       10.8       0.2436
  Φ~PSII~           FS                   *qQy_FS_MQM_1*                                       1        RM9           0.0095         7.0        7.0        94.4        2.22       10.3       0.0111
                    FW                   *qQy_FW_MQM_1*                                       9        RM410         0.0067         7.7        10.8       58.3        2.09       8.8        0.0066
                                         *qQy_FW_MQM_2*                                       11       RM1761        0.0098         7.2                   0.3         2.03       8.6        0.0085
                    GW                   *qQy_GW_MQM_1*                                       11       RM1761        0.0084         7.5        7.5        7.3         2.35       10.9       0.0155
  *qP*              FW                   *qqP_FW_MQM_1*                                       1        RM8051        0.0097         6.3        37.2       54.4        2.26       8.1        0.0218
                                         *qqP_FW_MQM_2*                                       1        RM1198        0.0027         9.3                   146.4       2.43       9.0        --0.0111
                                         ***qqP_FW_MQM_3***                                   **11**   **RM1761**    **0.0047**     **8.5**               **0.3**     **3.71**   **14.2**   **0.0229**
                    GS                   *qqP_GS_MQM_1*                                       6        RM276         0.0003         13.8       13.8       41.3        2.29       10.6       0.0181
  *F*′~v~/*F*′~m~   FS                   ***qMeo_FS_MQM_1***                                  **6**    **RM6836**    **0.0003**     **13.5**   **23.8**   **55.1**    **3.14**   **12.9**   **--0.0122**
                                         *qMeo_FS_MQM_2*                                      9        RM410         0.0016         10.2                  64.4        2.33       9.3        0.0074
                    GS                   ***qMeo_GS_MQM_1***                                  **4**    **RM2799**    **0.0021**     **11.8**   **21.0**   **123.8**   **3.58**   **15.1**   **--0.0119**
                                         *qMeo_GS_MQM_2*                                      8        RM1381        0.0097         6.2                   2.9         2.05       8.3        --0.0120
  *DS*              F                    *qDS_F\_MQM_1*                                       2        RM406         0.0010         7.0        7.0        174         2.62       11.5       --0.0640
                    G                    ***qDS_G\_MQM_1***                                   **2**    **RM6911**    **0.0003**     **13.1**   **28.1**   **39.2**    **5.44**   **20.3**   **−0.0810**
                                         ***qDS_G\_MQM_2***                                   **8**    **RM1381**    **0.0015**     **10.3**              **1.9**     **3.06**   **10.9**   **−0.0525**
                    G                    *qDS_G\_MQM_1\*2*[e](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   2\*8     RM6911_1381   0.0089         5.9                                                     

, epistatic interaction between two markers.

For definitions see the Abbreviations.

Net photosynthesis rate (*A*)
-----------------------------

QTLs controlling net photosynthesis are located on chromosomes 2, 3, 7, 8, and 9. *A* values adjusted using the physiological model identified virtually the same QTLs ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), again validating the statistical covariant analysis. The phenotypic variance explained by individual QTLs varied from 7.5% to 18.2%. The additive effect ranged from --0.92 μmol m^−2^ s^−1^ to 1.35 μmol m^−2^ s^−1^. On chromosome 9 near marker RM410, there was a QTL for all the four stage×treatment combinations, with a consistent positive additive effect ranging from 0.55 μmol m^−2^ s^−1^ to 0.77 μmol m^−2^ s^−1^.

Stomatal conductance (*g*~s~)
-----------------------------

Three QTLs associated with *g*~s~ were detected on chromosomes 3 and 9 for FS, and on chromosome 6 for GS. The phenotypic variance explained by these three QTLs ranged from 9.5% to 13.5%. No QTLs were detected for well-watered conditions (FW and GW). This difference between the well-watered and stressed conditions was also shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, which shows that the CV of *g*~s~ changed from 8.9% to 17.5% and from 10.9% to 15.6%, when comparing well-watered with stressed conditions at flowering and grain filling, respectively.

Transpiration rate (*T*~r~)
---------------------------

A QTL interval was detected near marker RM410 on chromosome 9 for both FS and GS. The interval contributed to an increase of transpiration with an additive effect of 0.152 mmol m^−2^ s^−1^ and 0.244 mmol m^−2^ s^−1^, for FS and GS, respectively. The phenotypic variances explained were 10.8--11.4%. Given a tight correlation between *T*~r~ and *g*~s~, the reason for no QTLs detected for *g*~s~ in well-watered conditions also applied for *T*~r~.

Quantum yield of PSII (Φ~PSII~)
-------------------------------

QTLs, located on chromosomes 1, 9, and 11, were found for quantum yield of PSII. The locus near maker RM1761 on chromosome 11 was consistently detected for both FW and GW. The phenotypic variance explained by these QTLs ranged from 8.6% to 10.9%, with a consistently positive effect.

Proportion of open PSII (*qP*)
------------------------------

Four QTLs associated with proportion of open PSII, located on chromosomes 1, 6, and 11, were detected. The direction of their effects was positive, except the QTL located on chromosome 1 at 146.6 cM. Individual loci explained between 8.1% and 14.2% of the phenotypic variance, and the additive effect varied from --0.011 to 0.0218.

Maximum efficiency of open PSII in the light (*F*\'~v~ /*F*\'~m~)
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Four QTLs related to *F*\'~v~/*F*\'~m~ were detected on chromosomes 4, 6, 8, and 9 in the drought-stressed conditions, while no QTLs were found in the well-watered conditions. The total phenotypic variance explained by QTLs was 23.8% at flowering and 21.0% at grain filling. The phenotypic variance explained by individual QTLs varied from 8.3% to 15.1% with a negative effect, except for the QTL located on chromosome 9 near marker RM410.

Drought sensitivity (DS)
------------------------

As indicated, DS was calculated as *A*~drought~:*A*~water~, which can characterize the relative responsiveness of each genotype to a decline in water availability. In total, three QTLs were found, one at flowering and two at grain filling. The QTLs *qDS_F\_MQM_1* and *qDS_G\_MQM_2* coincided with QTLs of *A*: *qA_FS_MQM_1* at FS and *qA_GS_MQM_1* at GS, respectively. The coincidences were expected because these loci were expressed only under one of the treatments. However, a new QTL with a relatively large effect for grain-filling stage (not detected for *A* at either treatments at this stage) was found on chromosome 2 with an additive effect of --0.081 on DS.

Verification of a QTL on chromosome 9 in a controlled greenhouse environment
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The above QTL analysis showed that the QTL near RM410 on chromosome 9 had a significant multiple effect on *A*, *g*~s~, *T*~r~, Φ~PSII~, and *F*\'~v~/*F*\'~m~ across development stages and treatments. In order to assess whether the effect shown by chromosome 9 is independent and whether there is any epistasis between identified QTLs, ANOVA by PROC GLM was used to evaluate epistatic interactions between pairs of QTLs, as represented by the nearest marker loci ([@bib34]). There was no significant epistatic interaction found, except for DS at the grain-filling stage ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). In the IL population, IL161, which had the background of recurrent parent Shennong265 except for a small introgression segment containing marker RM410 ([Fig. 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), was found; so, IL161 could serve as a near-isogenic line (NIL) of Shennong265. To validate further the QTL near RM410, photosynthetically associated traits for Shennong265 and IL161 were measured in a greenhouse experiment. The *A* of IL161 was consistently higher than that of Shennong265 ([Fig. 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), confirming the positive effect of the allele from Haogelao at the locus on *A*. This difference was significant (*P* \< 0.05) at FS and FW, which was also supported by the high LOD scores of loci *qA_FS_MQM_2* and *qA_FW_MQM_2*, respectively. The difference was insignificant (*P* \> 0.05) at GS and GW, respectively, partly in line with the comparatively small additive effects and low LOD scores of loci *qA_GS_MQM_2* and *qA_GW_MQM_2*. For *g*~s~, *T*~r~, Φ~PSII~, and *F*\'~v~/*F*\'~m~, the corresponding QTLs *qGS_FS_MQM_2*, *qTr_FS_MQM_1*, *qQy_FW_MQM_1*, and *qMeo_FS_MQM_2* were validated by the significant difference between IL161 and Shennong265, except for *T*~r~ at GS ([Fig. 3c--f](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Confirmation of a QTL on chromosome 9. (a) Graphical representation of genotypes of IL161. Grey bars, chromosome regions homozygous for Shenong265; black bars, chromosome region introgressed from Haogelao. The graphical genotypes shown here are based on the physical map by [@bib40]. (b--f) Comparisons of photosynthetic traits between Shennong265 (grey column) and IL161 (black column) in 2010: (b) net photosynthesis *A*; (*c*) stomatal conductance for CO~2~ *g*~s~; (d) transpiration rate *T~r~*; (e) quantum yield of PSII Φ~PSII~; (f) maximum efficiency of open PSII in the light *F*′~v~/*F*′~m~. \* indicates significant differences at *P* \< 0.05 between IL161 and Shennong265.](jexboterr292f03_ht){#fig3}

Discussion
==========

In this study, the aim was to identify QTLs for photosynthetic parameters of rice under drought and well-watered field conditions during flowering and mid-grain-filling stages. Because of the limited range of genetic variation and high sensitivity to environmental perturbations, photosynthetic traits were known so far not to be amenable to QTL analysis. Two strategies were therefore used to enhance QTL mapping precision: using both a statistical and a physiological approach to adjust phenotypic trait values for microclimatic differences during measurements in the field, and using an advanced backcross IL population. The identified QTLs tended not only to cluster in the rice genome, but also to be expressed consistently over both development stages and both drought-stressed and well-watered conditions ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Complexity of photosynthetic traits
-----------------------------------

Photosynthesis as a dynamic process continuously interacts with the environment. Because of microclimate fluctuations, it is difficult to phenotype photosynthesis in the field for a large set of genotypes ([@bib18]). A covariant model was used here which normalized all measurements to the mean VPD, because VPD has a dominant effect on *g*~s~ and photosynthesis ([@bib4]; [@bib32], [@bib33]). This dominant effect of VPD, relative to *T*~leaf~, was confirmed by the statistical analysis. [@bib5], however, demonstrated that *T*~leaf~ influenced many aspects of the biochemical and biophysical reactions which determine the rate of photosynthesis. Using a physiological model, the mixed effects of VPD and *T*~leaf~ could be separated ([Supplementary Fig. S1](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/err292/DC1) at *JXB* online). A sensitivity analysis with and without considering temperature effect showed that *A* was little affected by *T*~leaf~ but strongly affected by VPD ([Supplementary Fig. S3](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/err292/DC1)). Part of the reason may be that temperature during measurements varied around the optimum temperature of photosynthesis (∼30 °C), where the temperature response is less prominent ([Supplementary Fig. S1](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/err292/DC1)). Partly because VPD=*e*(*T*~leaf~)--*e*~a~, where *e*(*T*~leaf~) is the saturation vapour pressure based on *T*~leaf~ and *e*~a~ is the vapour pressure in the ambient air. The equation indicates that *T*~leaf~ may influence photosynthesis through VPD. Therefore, the physiological model confirmed the covariant model analysis in separating the mixed effects of VPD and *T*~leaf~ based on solid physiological principles.

The QTL study using corrected trait values showed that \<35% of the QTLs for chlorophyll fluorescence parameters coincided with those for gas exchange parameters ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). Chlorophyll fluorescence parameters indicate the electron transport capacity of photosynthesis ([@bib19]). Different QTLs identified for chlorophyll fluorescence and gas exchange parameters suggest that photosynthetic electron transport and CO~2~ fixation are not entirely coupled. The partial uncoupling between the two sets of parameters could be due to the fact that *A* was limited by the Rubisco activity during the measurement conditions (PPFD=1000 μmol m^−2^ s^−1^); in this state, part of the electrons were used for processes other than CO~2~ fixation ([@bib78], [@bib79]). The alternative use of electrons could be especially the case when plants are facing drought stress ([@bib10]). During onset of water stress, stomatal aperture will first decrease to reduce the water loss; this sensitivity of stomatal conductance was also shown in the present data ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), with more variance in drought conditions than in well-watered conditions. Net photosynthesis will be reduced after the stomatal response as a consequence of the reduced *C*~i~. A further complication under drought is the associated increase in *T*~leaf~. High temperature will have feedback effects: first, by increasing transpiration as a result of an increased VPD at the leaf surface. Secondly, high *T*~leaf~ may alter the biochemical activity of photosynthetic enzymes (e.g. *V*~cmax~). Thirdly, the higher canopy temperature may accelerate ageing of the leaf, thus shortening the growing period. The complex and conflicting responses of gas exchange and electron transport to drought stress mean that physiological knowledge should be incorporated into genetic analysis of photosynthesis.

Merits of an IL population
--------------------------

Since [@bib15] constructed the first complete set of ILs in tomato carrying single *Lycopersicon pennellii* chromosomal segments into a homogeneous background of *Lycopersicon esculentum* (now *Solanum lycopersicum*) representing the entire wild tomato genome, ILs also became popular in other crop species such as rice, potato, and barley, and in the model plant *Arabidopsis*. ILs are plant series that possess segments of the donor parent chromosome in the background of the recurrent parent. These ILs can be considered similar to a genomic library with genome inserts. The ability to identify small phenotypic effects statistically is increased by the removal of background noise. Also the homozygous lines are immortal, and phenotypic data can be obtained from different environments (e.g. across various years).

In the present IL population there was an line, IL161, with only a single desirable segment introgressed, the interval on chromosome 9, with co-location QTLs of *A*, *g*~s~, *T*~r~, Φ~PSII~, and *F*\'~v~/*F*\'~m~. Because all phenotypic variance between the IL and the recurrent parent (cv. Shennong265) is due to the introgressed segment, the detection of this QTL was validated by comparing the difference in photosynthetic traits between IL161 and Shennong265 in an independent environment ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Because the greenhouse microenvironment variables (temperature, humidity, light intensity, etc.) were controlled at relatively constant levels, the results of the greenhouse experiment for QTL verification implicitly proved the efficacy of the covariant and physiological models in adjusting phenotypic trait values for field microclimatic differences to produce a more accurate QTL analysis.

Clusters of QTLs
----------------

The phenomenon of QTL clusters has been observed in different crops, including rice ([@bib73]), barley (*Hordeum vulgare* L.) ([@bib81]), wheat (*Triticum aestivum* L.) ([@bib52]), cotton (*Gossypium hirsutum* L.) ([@bib58]), soybean (*Glycine max* L.) ([@bib75]), sorghum \[*Sorghum bicolor* (L.) Moench\] ([@bib35]), and peach (*Prunus persica* L.) ([@bib54]). This clustering may be due to the tight linkage of genes or to the pleiotropic effects of a single locus. By using substitution mapping, [@bib44] demonstrated in *S. lycopersicum* L. that a region affecting several agronomically important traits actually resulted from the linkage of multiple QTLs. However, [@bib77] showed that the tight correlation between the number of grains per panicle, plant height, and heading date was due to the pleiotropic effect of a single QTL *Ghd7*.

In the present study, four intervals located on chromosomes 6, 8, 9, and 11 were found to control two or more photosynthetic traits each. Especially in the interval from 57.3 cM to 68.4 cM of chromosome 9 (∼2500 kb), QTLs related to *A*, *g*~s~, *T*~r~, Φ~PSII~, and *F*\'~v~/*F*\'~m~ were clustered and showed the same positive effect from the allele of upland rice Haogelao. Knowledge of the photosynthetic processes indicates that chloroplast electron transport rates and carbon metabolism are coupled (at least to some extent), suggesting that pleiotropic effects are likely. A conclusion about whether the clustering is caused by pleiotropy or by gene linkage within these QTL regions cannot be reached at this stage. For better characterization of these loci, it is necessary to reduce the extent of introgression and develop NILs carrying fine-mapped QTLs.

The clustering of QTLs also indicates the difficulties of manipulating correlated traits simultaneously. For example, TE is an important target for breeding ([@bib76]). From a theoretical perspective, [@bib13] indicated that under certain environment conditions, leaf-level TE could be improved by higher photosynthetic potential, lower stomatal conductance, or a combination of these two. However, in the present experiment, the clustering of QTLs for *A* and *g*~s~ on chromosome 9 shows that the photosynthesis was improved by keeping stomata more open, resulting in higher *C*~i~, and higher photosynthesis ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This association means a higher loss of water at the same time, thereby keeping TE virtually invariant. This could be the reason why there was no QTL found for TE near marker RM410. Again, further analysis based on finer substitution lines might answer the question of whether the association among *A*, *g*~s~, and *T*~r~ could be broken towards a significantly improved TE.

Marker-assisted selection
-------------------------

The above interesting QTL clusters in the IL population for a number of traits could be explored for further MAS for an improved photosynthetic performance. In particular, the QTL at the RM410 locus was independently confirmed, showing a positive allele from upland rice Haogelao. The upland rice cultivar generally performed better under drought for a number of agronomic traits ([@bib26]; [@bib20]). The present result indicates the possibility of simultaneous improvement of drought tolerance and photosynthetic traits. For breeders, it is interesting to identify co-locations of QTLs, especially when their effects have the same positive direction. This co-location could potentially be used in a breeding programme through MAS to combine multiple benefits without negative effects.

The analysis with DS (expressed as *A*~drought~:*A*~water~) identified additional QTLs ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}), especially *qDS_G\_MQM_1* which has the highest LOD score (5.44) in the present study. For breeding one would select for genotypes which have not only high photosynthetic rates but also low photosynthetic sensitivity to drought. QTLs for DS all had negative additive effects ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}), indicating that alleles from Haogelao were surprisingly associated with high sensitivity to drought. Nevertheless, the ILs are good ready breeding materials which are most like the recurrent parents but are further improved by the introgression of desired traits from the donor plant. Further rounds of selection on the basis of these ILs, using the markers associated with the QTLs, could combine favourable alleles of multiple loci into a single genotype.

Concluding remarks
------------------

This is the first paper using simultaneously measured gas exchange and chlorophyll fluorescence data to study intensively the genetic differences in photosynthesis under field conditions. A physiological model to support the covariant model was also introduced to remove the microenvironment variation noise. Through these approaches, consistent results across environments and growth stages were obtained, and co-location of physiologically tightly related QTLs was observed. A QTL controlling multiple photosynthetic traits identified under field conditions was then successfully confirmed. In view of climate change (CO~2~ enrichment, higher temperatures, and more severe drought stress), photosynthesis as a source of crop production is directly influenced by these factors, and has also been considered as the only remaining major trait available to increase crop yield potential further ([@bib38]; [@bib45]; [@bib85]). [@bib17] have shown that recent yield progress in cereals from breeding was associated with increased photosynthesis. It is expected that photosynthesis will receive increasing attention in genetic studies and future breeding programmes (e.g. [@bib1]). A great challenge for drought-prone environments is to increase the photosynthetic rate and transpiration efficiency simultaneously. To that end, rich physiological knowledge should be explored to enhance the genetic analysis of the traits of photosynthesis and water use, as already illustrated for other traits (e.g. [@bib80]; [@bib7]). The present results highlight that combined physiological and genetic tools can be helpful to improve screening and selection strategies in rice breeding for increased photosynthesis under field conditions

Supplementary data
==================

[Supplementary data](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/err292/DC1) are available at *JXB* online.

[Table S1](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/err292/DC1)**.** The values of photosynthetic parameters used in the physiological adjustment.

[**Figure S1**](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/err292/DC1)**.** Percentage deviation of net photosynthesis rate (*A*) to VPD and *T*~leaf~ predicted by the physiological model for four different stage--treatment combinations.

[**Figure S2**](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/err292/DC1)**.** Comparison between physiologically adjusted net photosynthesis rate (*A*) and the statistically adjusted *A*.

[**Figure S3**](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/err292/DC1)**.** Comparison between the physiologically adjusted net photosynthesis rate (*A*, μmol CO~2~ m^−2^ s^−1^) and mean VPD and the physiologically adjusted *A* to both mean VPD and *T*~leaf~.
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A

:   net photosynthesis rate

C~i~

:   intercellular CO~2~ concentration

DS

:   drought sensitivity

F

:   flowering stage

FS

:   flowering stage--drought-stressed environment

FW

:   flowering stage--well-watered environment

F\'~v~/F\'~m~

:   maximum efficiency of open photosystem (PS) II in the light

G

:   grain filling stage

GS

:   grain filling stage--drought-stressed environment; g~s~,

stomatal conductance for CO~2~;

:   GW

grain filling stage--well-watered environment;

:   PPFD

photosynthetic photon flux density;

:   qP

proportion of open PSII;

:   TE

transpiration efficiency;

:   T~leaf~

leaf temperature

:   T~r~

transpiration rate

:   Φ

~PSII~

:   quantum efficiency of PSII electron transport
